DOLPHIN

The inflation device matching every balloon catheter

- 30 atm pressure gauge
- 30 cc syringe
- Ergonomic handle
DOLPHIN

Cardiovascular

References | Description | Accessories | Packaging
---|---|---|---
0185ND | 30 atm inflation device |  | 6-unit box
0185NA | 30 atm inflation device | trefoil 3-way stopcock | 6-unit box
0185QL | 30 atm inflation device + PTCA set 3 items | trefoil 3-way stopcock myshell lite Y connector 9F 20 cm PVC connection line - 3-way stopcock metallic guidewire introducer alligatork torque device | 6-unit box
0185TS | 30 atm inflation device + PTCA set 3 items | Screwing valve 9F Metallic guidewire introducer Screwing torque device | 6-unit box

Please contact PEROUSE MEDICAL for non sterile and OEM products.
This medical device is CE marked by LNE-GMED (0459).

PRESSURE GAUGE
- 30 atm
  - reliable in any procedures
- fluorescent indicator
  - good pressure reading

BODY AND BUTTON
- 30 cc syringe
  - small to big balloons (PTA & PTCA)
- square shaped
  - stable
- automatic cam locking system
  - easy handling
- clear material
  - easy air bubble detection and removal

HANDLE
- T-shape handle
  - high torque
  - easy deflation
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